
KFC STRATEFY FOR DEVELOPING

Here is the marketing strategy of KFC which analyses the complete business Presence in developed & developing
nations is helping the.

Each franchise will pay a fee based on a turnover to the master franchisor. The targeting can be done by
evaluating the commercial attractiveness and growth potential of identified segments. By using the
segmentation technique, KFC can narrow down the large, diversified target audience into specific and
narrowly defined groups. Colliers wood KFC has to comply with such strategies implemented by the
franchisor to maintain the standards. Yet the weaknesses and threats mentioned below hinder the potential of
the store in gaining advantage over competitors. Colliers wood store is certainly lacking that skill of planning
as to why the organisations had not made use of the opportunities as yet. The objectives need to be attainable
too, meaning that practical levels or standards should be set as the goals. It is essential to understand at the
beginning of the process the time duration that it may require. Local Food In an industry dominated by
hamburgers, the fried chicken giant was lucky enough to be entering the Chinese market with a traditional
staple as its landmark dish. The skills on areas such as analysing, communication, creativity, and team
management and customer service were developed and enhanced throughout the project. Low supplier power
positively influences profitability and indicates KFC has a strong position during the negotiation process with
suppliers. The comparison of their communication and messaging strategy with competitors will reveal the
potential areas that could be addressed with targeted positioning message. The objectives that can fulfil the
SMART acronym are capable of achieving goals and the expectations of any organisation. Following is the
situational analysis of Colliers wood KFC. Therefore, there will be a threat involved from such small scale
entrepreneurs as the new entrants promote their products at introductory prices which attract the customers.
KFC can consider about this strategy as the existing market for KFC products have no growth but it is
important to know which new market to be selected. This will end up with an irrelevant and an ineffective
marketing plan. As the US markets are already saturated and leave no or little scope for growth, company
necessarily needs to look at offshore foreign markets to generate sales and keep up the profits. KFC
competitive advantage has been its ability to adapt to the changing time and needs to customers. Thus this is
not recognised as an accurate method as it limits the market potential yet many organisations do use this
method in deciding the marketing budget. Although the loyalty programs are expensive, it will benefit KFC be
reducing the costs of acquiring new customers. The KFC may lose its long term growth if the predictions are
made wrong as the allocation of resources result ineffective. All the burgers are filled with chicken breast
only. The company was also the first QSR to introduce salad to the menu and to stop salting its fries, and
eliminated artificial trans fats in by removing hydrogenated vegetable oils from its menu. The economic
recession along with unemployment had caused low levels of household income, lower consumption rates and
high costs of living that had directly influenced on the corporate revenue and profits of the Colliers wood
store. It can be done by exploring the geographic, demographic, behavioural and psychographic characteristics
of customers. In order to address those problems three short term objectives are established too. An objective
should be able to be measured so that any judgements can be made. Rather than reducing its speed of
expansion, KFC simply set about establishing a distribution arm of its own, which ensured the process could
be carefully controlled and monitored on a daily basis. Critics suggest that hamburgers, French fries, fried
chicken etc are high in fat and salt. Some organisations decide on the marketing budget depending on how
much does the competitors spend on their marketing budgets. The strategies were developed on the product
portfolio, market growth strategy, on competitive analysis, target market and distributional channels. KFC can
increase brand loyalty by rewarding the customers' repeat purchase behaviour. What are the needs and wants
of your target market? A situational analysis helps to identify sustaining competitive advantage that an
organisation can gain. Qualitative and quantitative secondary data were gathered through existing sources of
internal information such as employee logs, reports, stock control records and meetings etc.


